If you’re like most people, you’re thinking one of two things right now…
That’s one of the coolest things I’ve seen.
OR… This guy missed the Tardis to the San Diego Comic Con…
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But either way, you know where to come when the zombie apocalypse starts.
In either event, the pageantry that comes with wearing the gear is really only a symbol of the topic I have been asked to
discuss today.
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I want you to think about this question for a few minutes while I give you a little background.
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• The International Fellowship of Chivalry Now was originally conceived in 2006 when Dean Joseph Jacque created the
web site www.chivalrynow.net after attending a musical rendition of Camelot and being inspired that the concepts of
chivalry might be an ideal foundation for solving social problems. Dean had been employed in the social services for
most of his career and had already started a newsletter called Arete which in ancient Greek means “the Highest
Virtue” (we’ll chat about that more later). In 2007 Dean met another gentlemen named Steven Forgette of like
thinking and they began the process of defining Chivalry as it applies today and shortly thereafter the book ChivalryNow was published on the topic and the 12 Trusts were presented for the first time. Today the open forum on the
Chivalry Now web site has over 200 members and 20,000+ posts on various topics as they relate to chivalry.
• Review the demographic reach of the principles
• Why I taught myself chain mail set the tone
• My quest began with the epiphany that I was unsettled, unhappy, and angry all the time. Read several books including
“A Knights Own Book of Chivalry” by Geoffroi de Charny. Read the first chapter of CN and knew I had found what I
needed, a roadmap a better way of life.
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• White board the answers for use later.
• Take comments from the audience. Probably will receive comments about knights, opening doors for ladies, nobility,
maybe courtesy and honor.
• In fact, it was all of this and much more.
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• The Middle Ages is really the only true historical period
• The Renaissance and Age of Enlightenment were not historical periods but more intellectual or cultural movements
• The idea of chivalry was a concept adopted during the middle ages which some might suggest contributed to some of
the changes seen in the renaissance and age of enlightenment.
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• First, lets look at how some concepts you have probably heard of fit together from a timeframe perspective.
• The Middle Ages is a historical period, the renaissance and Enlightenment are not.
• Most academic historians date the Middle Ages as beginning in 476 (fall of the Roman empire in the West). Nearly all
academic historians date the end of the Middle Ages as 1492 (discovery of the New World by Columbus).
• The Renaissance spanned parts of both the Middle Ages and the Early Modern Period (1492-1789). Art Historians date
the beginning as 1291 (first known works by Giotto); military historians would put the start date much later,1453 and
the fall of Constantinople to the Ottoman Turks, and the end of the Hundred Years War between England and France.
As to an end date, many historians cite the publication of 'Discourse on the Method' (1637) by Descartes, or his
'Meditations on First Philosophy' (1641).Others take the renaissance as ending in 1688 with the Glorious Revolution in
England.
• The Age of Enlightenment was part of the Early Modern Period, some taking it as carrying on into the early portion of
what is known to historians as the 'Long' 19th century (1789 - 1914). The same is true of the Enlightenment. Some
historians date it as beginning with either of the 2 works by Descartes mentioned above, some as the Restoration in
England (1660) or the Glorious Revolution. Some see the Enlightenment as lasting from 1700 - 1800, 1715 - 1789,
1715 - 1815, or combinations of any of these.
• Where did Knights come in: 500 AD Rome falls, chaos ensues, wealthy noblemen gather able bodied men around
them for defense and reward them with war spoils, armor, weapons, and eventually, land. The age of Knights had
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begun.
• Chivalry as a concept first appeared around 1200, becoming a code of conduct which could be taught to aspiring
aristocrats. Chivalry was idealistic: it demanded high moral standards and ethical conduct towards the disadvantaged and
weak in society. The chivalrous man turned his back on luxury and parade, embraced hardship and pursued high standards of
loyalty and honesty.
• As time passed, this code appears to have evolved to focus more on aristocratic behavior toward one another and much less
on the more Victorian view of how nobles treated the less fortunate.
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Chivalry as a concept first appeared around 1200, becoming a code of conduct which could be taught to aspiring
aristocrats. Chivalry was idealistic: it demanded high moral standards and ethical conduct towards the disadvantaged
and weak in society. The chivalrous man turned his back on luxury and parade, embraced hardship and pursued high
standards of loyalty and honesty.
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The Knights Code of Chivalry described in the Song of Roland (roughly 12th century) is an excellent representation of a
Knight’s Codes of Chivalry
Those in italic are either dated concepts or religious ones based on the dominant religion of the time.
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By the 13th century, the code of chivalry had already started to change into more of a courtly code of behavior that
dictated how nobles treated each other both on and off the battlefield and had much less to do with the actual ethics
that were the early trademarks of the code.
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It’s no secret that people like you and me have had about enough of the corruption and scandal.
• The 99% movement
• Political brinksmanship
• Extremism
• Wall street and big business
• Road rage
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• To understand how chivalry can apply today, it helps to first understand the concept of Arete.
• Leveraging freedom, free will, and logic to positively impact the world
• When you are free to leverage you ability to make rational, logical, decisions that further the cause of the greater
good, you are expressing the Arete of who they really are.
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Once you are willing to pursue Arete, you just need a set of guiding principles that define it.
The 12 Trusts as presented by Chivalry Now provide a framework
You’ll note many similarities to the original Chivalric code presented earlier
However, these have been slightly modified to apply to our modern culture
Not going to go into deep discussion on these as there is an entire book that talks about them, but lets take a few
moments to consider how closely you think you currently follow each of the trusts. Rank each quickly on a scale of 110. (survey form???)
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12 Trusts and original Chivalric code are reflected strongly in the Workforce Readiness Skills you have been learning
about.
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How do I make this interactive?
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Hand out the evaluation form
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Emphasize that this is a snapshot of where they are now, not where they want to go. Also, state clearly that its OK to not
rank yourself high. These may be new ideas that nobody starts off perfect in any new endeavor.
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Take personal responsibility for your own life and happiness.
Make decisions that feel good and right not just for you, but others as well.
Its part of living in a free society, take advantage of it!
Never stop learning.
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Viggo Mortensen, Johnny Depp, Ellen DeGeneres, Keanu Reeves, Oprah Winfrie, Angelina Jolie, JK Rowling, Russell
Brand, and countless other celebrities are making a difference every day beyond what their money can do.
The only reason I put these people up is because you have probably heard of them. The simple fact is the vast majority of
people today WANT to live in a society that respects the very same principles laid out by the 12 trusts.
In 2012, a Josephson Institute study of 23K high school students found that 99 percent agree that "it is important for me
to be a person with good character." 93 percent say they are satisfied with their own ethics and character. - See more at:
http://charactercounts.org/programs/reportcard/2012/installment_report-card_honestyintegrity.html#sthash.OMIoKEBO.dpuf
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• Speaks five languages
• Writer
• Composer
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Also regularly visits sick children in an attempt to raise their spirits.
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Comment that this, the armor, the sword, the coat of arms are NOT what chivalry is. They are only a symbol of where the
concept came from. Chivalry is in the mind and in the heart
You commonly hear the phrase “Chivalry is dead” ideas can never die, but they can evolve. The evolution of the concept
of chivalry has changed, many would say for the worse, over the decades and centuries. But the foundational ideas do
still live and can flourish again, it just takes brave people to nourish it.
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The origin of chainmail is generally credited to the early Celts of Ireland. The earliest example of mail was found in a
Celtic chieftain's burial chamber. Its invention is commonly credited to the Celts, but there are examples of basic mail
predating from at least the 4th century BC. From Europe, mail spread to North Africa, the Middle East, Central Asia, India,
Tibet, Korea and Japan.
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